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Abstract: Various technologies enable the development of large scale sensor networks in a variety of fields. Sensor 

networks are placed in lot of secured decision making areas. The data collected from it must be trustworthy. In existing 

system the security mechanism for wireless sensor networks is not present accurate and so we cannot achieve secured 

trust models. There are several trust models available, but still there are various kinds of attacks on the network. Trust 

is a dynamic phenomenon which changes along with time and environment conditions. However, most existing trust 

models do not solve the trust dynamic problem to overcome that a (Leveraging Trustworthiness Topology) LTWT has 

been proposed which is more trustworthy and prevent the security more effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The technological development in various fields leads to 

the importance of Wireless sensor networks. It is used 

widely in all applications such as Healthcare, Military, 

Satellites and in Agriculture. Hence it allows a large ways 

for the trespassers to affect the network in different ways 

and so achieving security in WSN is one of the 

challenging tasks. 
 

Several security mechanisms are used in WSN to avoid the 

security threats such mechanisms are cryptography, 

authentication, confidentiality and message integrity. 

However, the above approaches are not protective enough 
and so various attacks happen in the network. Present 

security mechanisms help with the external attacks, but the 

internal attacks affect the nodes easily. To establish a 

secured networks various trust models are developed in 

order to protect the network from attacks. 
 

Nowadays, many researchers have developed trust models 

to build a secured sensor node[2]. For example [5] 

Dynamic source routing (DSR) technique was introduced 

for secure transmission which prevents the intruders from 

finding the secure path between the source and destination 

for the trust model of the network. It has various 

techniques to perform the operation such as Watchdog and 

pathrater. Node behavioral strategies Banding belief 
theory of the trust Evaluation algorithm (NBBTE) are 

proposed, [8] which integrate the approach of nodes 

behavioral strategies and modified evidence theory. 

According to the behaviors of sensor nodes, a variety of 

trust factors and coefficients related to the network 

application are established to obtain neighbor and remote 

trust values by leaving a weighted average of trust factors. 

Meanwhile, the fuzzy set method is applied to form the 

basic input vector of evidence. On this basis, the evident 

difference is calculated between the remote and neighbor 

trust values, which link the revised D-S evidence 
combination rule to finally synthesize integrated trust 

values of nodes. NBBTE establishes various trust models  

 

 
based on the communication behavior and it takes the 

transmission of packets. 
 

From the above research work it is clearly known that the 

present technique is based on the following aspects  
 

a) The communication point plays a main role in assessing 

the trust values of the sensor nodes and it also includes 

energy level. b) Obtaining trust assessment from the non 

neighbor nodes is also important it is done in proposed 

system based on the recommendations from other nodes. 

c)  The trust assessment is obtained only for the neighbor 

nodes, but trust values for the non neighbor nodes is also 

important to obtain a protective network. d) In WSN the 

trust is a dynamic phenomenon since it changes based on 
the time and the environment to avoid this problem we 

propose the LTWT trust model. 

 

II.OVERVIEW OF LTWT 
 

Trust between the nodes in the wireless sensor network is 

a challenging field. In general trust means  belief between 

the nodes. It is used to identify the misbehavior nodes and 

provide belief between the nodes. In this paper trust value 

changes from zero to one. One means trusting and zero 

means untrusted. 
 

Neighbor trust :It defines the straight communication 

between the neighbor nodes . 
 

Proposal trust : the proposal from other nodes are not 

safer,inorder to obtain a perfect information the proposal 

trust is used to calculate. 
 

Remote trust : remote trust implies the oblique 

communication between the nodes.If node one wants to 

pass a message to node four, remote trust is used. 

 

III.STRUCTURE OF LTWT 
 

In this section it has two main components : one hop trust 

and multi hop trust.In one hop trust if a soruce node wants 
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to gain the belief of destination node , it first checks 

whether the destination node ID is present in the neighbor 

list. If it has been present then it is used or the multi hop 

trust is checked with the proposal gained. 

 
Fig 1.Structure of LTWT 

 

IV.TRUST CALCULATION  IN LTWT 
 

Calculation of Neighbor Trust 

The neighbor trust can be achieved from transmission 

trust, power trust and information trust. During the 
transmission the loss of information between the nodes is 

possible, so the energy level of the data is reduced it is due 

to malicious node, power level is used to detect the node 

capability. 
 

Calculation of Transmission Trust 

In this sending of packets takes place by reviewing to the  

already how many successes of packets has been received 

from that node .To clear that doubt I have used the 

subjective logic framework [9]. The value present in it is T 

={c,m,i} here c,m and i implies to certainty,mistrust and 

insecurity, c,m,i ϵ [0,1]; c+m+i=1.Trust [6] calculated 
based on successful and unsuccessful transmission packets 

is given as 
 

Ttrans  = 2c+m ; where c=   a       ,  m =     1       

                2                  a+b+1                a+b+1  
 

Calculation of power trust  

Power is the main  metric for the sensor nodes.If the 

power level decreases in a high level ,then the malicious 

attacks take place.here energy threshold is defined as 

t.Power trust is obtained based on the energy consumption 

rate ppow,ppowϵ[0,1].power trust is calculated as Tpow= 1-

ppow ; if Eres ≥ t  ,where ppow is determined based on the ray 
projection method[3].The power gained by the destination 

node in n previous time slot 

ppow={ppow(1);ppow(2);……ppow(n)) and the current time 

slot is ppow(n+1),according to ray projection method. The 

change of power at each time slot is si=ppow(i)-ppow(i-1), 

where i=2,3,….n. 
 

Calculation of the information trust 

In this paper data send between the nodes is received 
without any loss of data.the distribution of data here is 

considered as normal distribution[7],[4],for the set of data 

th pdfis g(x)=1/s√2q∫∫∫e(x-m)2/2s2 , where x is attributed ,m is 

mean,s is variance .The mean of the data is used to reflect 

value similarityof the data,mean is supposed to have 

highest belief value.the Trust value of data defined as 

Tinfo=2vd
z
∞ f(x) dx. 

 

Depend on the transmission Ttrans ,the power Tpow,and the 

information trust Tinfo, we receive the neighbor 

trustbetween the nodes. 
 

Tu-neighbor=WtransTtrans+WpowTpow+WinfoTinfo   ,where W is the 

weight values.Wtrans ᵋ[0,1],Wpowᵋ[0,1],Winfoᵋ[0,1] and 

Wtrans+Wpow+Winfo =1. 
 

Calculation of the Proposal trust  

There is no direct communication between source and 

destination node in proposal trust.to obtain the positive 

proposal is a challenging task since it plays main role in 

calculating the trust.     

 
Fig 2.Calculation of proposal trust 

 

Calculation of proposal trustworthiness 

In this calculation the proposal received from the other 

recommender is verified whether it is correct or not ,that 

verification is done with several detection schemes.I 

consider the trustworthiness to calculate Ttrus. 
 

Ttrus=1-|Tt
r1-T

t
ave| 

 

Where Tt
r1 is the proposal degree of destination node t 

given by recommender r1andTt
ave is the regular value of all 

proposals. 
 

Calculation of Proposal familiarity  

The familiarity of the proposal  depends on a long  term of 

a neighbor node.The node with longer life time will have a 

high belief value. 
 

Tpf= numt
r1/numr1*a1/numt

r1 
 

where numt
r1 is the successful transmission between 

proposals. The proposal trust is established as  P 
 

Tu-pro=     i
u

 =1+Tr1
t 

0.5*Ttrus*Tpf 

                      ------------------------------------- 

                 U 

 where u is the recommender 
 

Calculation of remote trust 

When there is no direct communication between the 

source and the destination nodes remote trust is 

determined. In remote trust it has two steps  in it.firstit 

check for the multi hop recommenders,then it findsthe 

trust continuity by using the recommenders. The path from 
the source node and destination node is achieved by the 

proposals it is called as Trust Line. 
 

Tn-remote(
t
r1) = (Tr1*Tr1

t ;             if Tr1
t <0.5 

                       0.5+(Tr1 -0.5)*Tr1
t ; else; 

                      ∑ Tr1+1 * Tn-remote(r1
t); 

 

Tn-remote(r1
t) = if Tn-remote(r1

t) < 0.5 

                      ∑ 0.5+(Tr1+1- 0.5)*Tn-remote(r1
t) ; else 
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V.SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
 

This experiment has been done using the matlab. Here we 

evaluate the performance of LTWT using different 

parameters .The malicious node detection is done. In this it 

has 100 sensor nodes has been placed in a sensing area. A 

different ways have been present to detect the malicious 

nodes. 
 

Performance of LTWT: Selection of Threshold Th 
 

In order to save an energy a threshold of transmission 

packets Th is used .It is considered as a save energy 

because if a source and a destination node has higher value 

than the Th only the neighbor trust takes place.The other 

power,transmission are saved. In initial malicious node are 

set as 10 percent.As in fig 3 & 4 we observe that the trust 

value of safer node is 1 and harmful node is close to 0. 
 

 
Fig 3.Transmission Packets are higher than threshold 

 

Fig 3the result of the destination trust value (D –

trust),neighbor trust value(N-trust),integrated trust value(I 

trust)of safer and harmful nodes have been given.and 

calculating neighbor trust is done efficiently. 
 

 
Fig 4. Transmission packets are lower than threshold 

 

In fig 4 when the transmission packets between the 

neighbor and destination nodes are lesser than the  Th. The 

integrated trust values are closer to destination trust values 

compared with the neighbor trust value. When the 

transmission time is small,it is hard to differentiate safer 

nodes and harmful nodes due to certain forwarding attack. 
 

Fig 5 shows the similarity between the trust value and 

transmission packets threshold Th.The X axis represent 

the total mean of transmission packets.If a packets changes 

from 0 to 1000 then the trust value also changes in several 

ways.If a packet is below 400 then it has Th = 40%.while 

it exceeds 400,if choosing Th= 60%.However the selection 

of trust value for an destination node with transmission 

node is done . 
 

 
Fig 5. Similarity between belief value and transmission 

packets 
 

choosing the weight value 

By combining the neighbor trust and proposal trust the 

value is concluded.The correct weight value is collected 

from the nodes.the percentage of harmful node vary from 

6 percent to 55 percent.If more harmful nodes have been 

present then the trust value will be low. In fig 6 the trust 

value comes low when there is increase in harmful nodes. 
Calculating weight value is done based on the 

recommendation ,trust value lowering leads to more 

involvement of harmful node.The correct selection of 

weight value in different environment need further 

research and I not used in this paper 
 

z 

Fig 6. Effect of weight value 
 

Selection of trust update time cycle 

Dynamically the trust value needs to be updated.If it is not 

done a lot of energy waste will be present. Here we have 

compared the experiment with and without harmful 

nodes.For true trust values the update time should be long 
and for the other the time should be small. 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 
 

The attacks happening in the wireless sensor network are 
inevitable and so the trust model is most 

important.Sincethe wireless sensor network is a wireless 
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environment it should have a trust model in all nodes so 

that the attacks can be detected properly.In this paper, a 

Leveraging Trustworthiness topology was proposed.In 

LTWT the calculation of neighbor trust,proposal trust and 

remote trust are taken .Simulation result show that LTWT 

is very effective and attack resistant.But untill now 
selection of correct weight value and threshold is a 

challenging one which will be discussed in future research. 
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